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“Don't be warped - trawl for fish, not birds”

San Waitaki the “Burka Baffler”

Graham Anderson, came up with 
San Waitaki has act ively the idea of adding additional line 
deployed seabird mitigation to “box” off the warps (see 
measures since 2002. Most of below). Initially this was done to 
these measures have been try to get the birds away from the From the desk of Admiral Albert Ross, 
company-driven, in line with our tori lines. It worked effectively,  MBE (Mighty Big Eater)
policy of a zero environment the birds took to sitting 20 to 30 

There's plenty of good news to share with footprint wherever possible.  metres behind the vessel, where 
you. Dave Kellian has been voted by the These have included: they are out of danger from the 
cousins to be our 2nd inductee into warps. 1. retention of offal while fishing “Albert's Hall of Fame” and what a great 

2. gas-fired sound cannons while  choice. Dave has been helping save When the regulations were 
shooting the gear seabirds for many years, mainly working changed, to allow the use of 

3. use of brady bird bafflers with surface & long lines. He has been at methods other than tori lines, 
4. use of tori lines. the forefront of mitigation trials and San Waitaki immediately started 

promotional work to help fisherman using this new improved baffler From 2005, all trawlers were 
reduce the risk of capturing seabirds. during all fishing operations. required to use tori lines by law. 
Dave has worked closely with many Sanford trialled these on San The advantage of this system is organisations offering practical advice on Waitaki and other vessels. Initial that, once it is deployed, it stays all manner of seabird issues. He's still out designs didn’t work and there out in all weather and all fishing there fishing, so can give sound practical were more bird strikes on the tori conditions. Occasionally it is information that works out on the water. I lines than on the fishing gear. brought in for maintenance but think Dave is the “salt of the earth” so he Also tori lines often ended up generally, once deployed, it has gets a big thank you from the cousins and around the propeller as, on proven to be fairly hassle free. It myself. occasions, vessels fishing is also almost 100% effective - 

orange roughy come fast, and to Some more good news. NIWA has just the warps are shot in an 
avoid breaking the warps, go released its report on the seabirds enclosed area behind the vessel 
astern destroying the tori lines returned for autopsy from observers that the birds avoid. 
which may cause damage to the during the 2006-07 fishing year (I will 
propeller and shaft. Another place a summary table on my website). The system can be adjusted 
solution was required.It’s great news for the cousins, with large quite easily for different vessels 

reductions in most fisheries, the trawling 
fleet especially, so keep up the good work 
boys.

A word to the wise: my long range scouts 
tell me there's a small flotilla of vessels 
dogging the large hoki factory trawlers on 
the West Coast trying to hook bluefin 
tuna.  Some of these idiots are getting too 
close to these large trawlers. It’s just a 
matter of time before there's a serious 
incident. My boys are also in the firing 
line. There's reports of these recreational 
fisherman chumming and placing lures 
into that area when albatrosses are 
present. Seems to me this lot need a set 
of rules to abide by as it's turning into a 
circus out there, what!  

Chow, Albert

San Waitaki bird baffler (the Burka)
By Maurice Prendeville



by simply increasing the length of 
the two booms extending aft. Ours 
are quite short because in the 
depths we operate the warp entry is 
close to the stern. For vessels 
towing in shallower water or at 
greater speeds it would be easy to 
extend these 2 or 3m to cover the 
warps. 

We like this system because, like 
most good ideas, it is simple to 
make, easy to maintain and it works! 

I started my fishing career as a 
youngster with my father, Ross, 
longlining for snapper. My job was to 
feed the birds to distract them from 
stealing the bait from the hooks and 

getting caught. Solutions (SSS) Working Group 
Member since its inception and 

In 1975 I went fishing fulltime  on a won a Green Ribbon Award in 
danish seiner then in 1989 I started Peru in 2004 and 2005 for my work 
surface long lining and incorporated 

as a SSS Advisor.
bird mitigation practices I had learnt 
from my bottom long lining days.

I fished for tuna on the east coast of 
Australia for 5 seasons and in South 
Africa for 1 season.  I also own a boat 
and am a full time tuna fisherman in 
New Zealand.

I have been involved with seabird 
mitigation throughout my fishing 
career, through various groups and 
positions, and have been one of the 
fishermen who has been involved 
since the beginning. 

Some of my seabird work & projects 
are as below:

I was a founding member of the Tuna 
Action Group (TAG)

Frustration with substandard seabird 
mitigation led to the creation of the 
Underwater Setting Capsule in 1994.

I have attended IFF 1 & 2 and hope to 
attend IFF 4.

I was a Tuna Seabird Advisory Officer 
for DoC in 2003 and for Ling in 2004.

I have been a Southern Seabird 

Dave Kellian

WHICH COUSIN OF 
MINE IS THIS?

The cousin of last month:
Southern Royal Albatross 

Breeds in Antarctic region, but 
regularly strays to mainland NZ in 

winter

If you know the name of this bird then email 
your answer, name, postal address and 

date of publication to 
albertross@fishinfo.co.nz

BE IN TO WIN: Albert Ross’ cap 
and the “Field Guide to New 

Zealand Seabirds”

DID YOU KNOW?

Flocks of over 5000 Antarctic 
fulmars have been recorded 
feeding around whaling ships.

The fairy prion is the smallest 
prion  at 25cm (bill tip to tail tip) 
and it is New Zealands most 
common prion.

The Fulmar prion is probably the 
rarest prion on a global scale.

The Broad-billed prion is the 
largest prion at  28cm (bill tip to tail 
tip).

The Fairy tern was once more 
widespread , but is now one of the 
rarest shore birds. Its average 
lifespan is 6 - 7 years, however, 
several birds have been sighted 
11 - 13 years after being banded.  
The oldest known fairy tern was 
14 years old.

The White tern is the only small, all 
white tern. 

Did you know that flys are the 
main early predator for albatross 
chicks?
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